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Abstract:
From the sugar cane plantations of White Zombie, through the shopping malls of Night of the Dead, by way of Shaun 

of the Dead and up to the merry-go-round style of Zombieland, we can follow a long stream of cinematic narratives which 
are animating and re-animating a fundamental question of humanity: what happens when we die. A possible answer 
comes from the undead bodies of humanity –zombies – as they offer multiple connotations and multiple significations. 
In our constantly transmuting culture, zombies, as perfect mutant monsters, have become themselves victims of a 
strange process of desecration. As zombies have become more than simply reanimated corpses or biologically infected 
creatures; in our post-human culture they can be warm blooded creatures (Warm Bodies) or cold as ice, like the Nazi 
zombies frozen from Bavaria (Dead Snow), they can be strippers or beavers, fueling a long debate about what it means 
to be undead in our imaginary world, making things even more complicated, and re-animating the unsolved and complex 
mystery of the dead bodies in visual culture. This paper is an attempt to further revive the discussions about these corpses 
of imaginaries, these cadavers of representation and to re-animate the debate on the mythologies of zombiefication. 
While asking questions about what it means to be dead flesh in our popular culture in which nothing remains lifeless 
for long, the author overviews the long cultural history of the zombies, from the de-animated and desecrated bodies 
in early zombie movies to the degradation and fascination of the superficial in the recent cinematic productions. The 
final argument is that, while some authors consider the new manifestations of the zombie narratives as expressions 
of a post-humanist culture, the zombie myth can be described as a manifestation of a completely new form of cultural 
behavior, that of the empty semiotic cadaver.

Keywords: Zombies, horror cinema, desecrated bodies, semiotic interpretation, narratives and ideology, superficiality 
in popular culture 

The competition of the undead.
A brief cultural history 

There are several imaginary creatures that 
populate the symbolic realm of contemporary 
culture, and a distinct group is that of the 
undead beings, who are particularly “vivid” in 
recent visual culture. The three most important 
categories - vampires, ghouls and mummies -, 
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which have been competing for centuries for the dark fantasies of mankind, are still 
in a contest for media supremacy. Book sales and box offi  ce records indicate that the 
undead are, in a way, still alive. According to aggregated data in cinema viewership, 
vampires and zombie movies (data from www.boxoffi  cemojo.com) reach amazing 
global revenues. The vampire connected movies account over 2,9 billion dollars in 
the US only. Globally the Twilight Saga Eclipse fi lm has reached a total gross of over 
693 million dollars (with almost the same amounts for the other 4 installments). In the 
case of zombie movies there is a calculated national (that is US) total of 1.25 billion $, 
with the 2013 release of World War Z achieving a worldwide total of over 502 million 
$ global in sales. As Jennifer Rutherford has eloquently described the phenomenon, 
zombies function as “mass metaphors” (18), they are a “metatrope” (24) which brings 
together multiple levels of meaning.

These extremely profi table, multi-billion dollar creatures share similar traits – they 
paradoxically belong to the realm of “being” and to that of “non-being”; they are 
simultaneously alive and dead, and, while they still maintain certain human traits, 
there is no more humanity left in them. There is a justifi ed question which follows suit: 
why do such unnatural beings fascinate us? As a matt er of fact, they have att racted 
the att ention of human beings throughout the recorded history – from the carefully 
drained Egyptian mummies imitated by the Romans, to the public dissections legalized 
in Amsterdam in 1555 and then, migrating in works of art, to the televised public 
executions and the youtube popularized jihadist beheadings, there is a long history of 
the bizarre fascination with death and the dead. 

For the purpose of this argument, it would be enough to follow the competition of 
“corpses” in the Western cinematic imagination to fi nd some answers. It all started with 
the production of Nosferatu: Eine Symphonie des Grauens when the German masterpiece 
directed by F. W. Murnau in 1922 created a turning point for future generations of 
fi lmmakers and fi lm audiences. It was immediately after the fi rst Great War when the 
dark imagination of the Europeans was re-animated with an “old” modern myth – the 
undead. The innumerable cultural implications of Murnau’s movie can be seen in the 
enduring history of the living dead. Ten years after Nosferatu, in the United States, on 
the brink of the Nazi rise to power in Germany, the fi rst zombie movie was screened. 
Soon after the Halperin Brothers made their way into the public psyche with the 1932 
box-offi  ce hit White Zombie, this was followed by a sequel, Revolt of the Zombies (1936). 
Relevantly enough, just a year before, the original Frankenstein (1931) was presented in 
the movie theaters and the fi rst Dracula (1931) was screened. In the same period there 
came The Mummy (1932), followed by The Mummy’s Tomb (1942), and The Mummy’s 
Ghost (1944). Immediately afterwards, in this competition of the undead, where 
vampires, mummies and zombies disputed the preeminent role in the early popular 
culture, there was another “newcomer”: the ghoul. As it is overtly clear in Mad Ghoul 
(1943), these monsters shared the same potential as zombies: they were de-animated 
beings, mindless creatures, empty corporeal vessels with criminal predispositions. The 
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criticism to mass induced reactions and the fear towards controlled societies is direct 
and unambiguous.

There is another notable fact in the history of the zombie mania. The zombie narrative 
was early on amalgamated with elements from other undead productions. This is more 
than explicit in Walking Dead (1936), where Michael Curtiz cast the famous Boris Karloff  
as John Ellman, who was not only brought back to life by a scientist, but also played 
his role in a very similar fashion as he did in Frankenstein. The zombie transformations, 
made possible by their inherent lack of qualities, represent another notable trait, visible 
in the zombies history. Initially developed as creatures controlled by some superior 
Master-mind, the zombie narratives grew more complex and their implications more 
equivocal. From the simplistic White Zombie (1932), this time with Béla Lugosi, the 
classical Dracula, as the evil voodoo master, who turns a frail young woman into 
a slave, to the complex visual craft of Tourneur’s I Walked with a Zombie (1943), the 
evolution of the zombie was based on a clear versatility. In almost a century of zombie 
narratives, zombie stories have integrated almost all the platitudes of popular culture, 
from out-of-space invaders (Astro Zombies, 1968) and aliens (Alien Dead, 1980), to 
biological experiments gone bad (Bio Zombies 1998) or government induced infections 
(Pathogen, 2006), crossed over genres, including the shaolin (Shaolin vs. Evil Dead 2004) 
and the kung fu (Ninja vs. Zombies, 2008) police action fi lms (Manic Cop, 1988 and the 
sequels), university and frat house fl icks (Zombie High, 1987 or Dorm of the Dead, 2007), 
adult fi lms with nudists and strippers (Nudist Colony of the Dead, 1991; Bitg Tits Zombie, 
2010) and even the sub-genre of the zombie for kids (ParaNorman, 2012; or Fido, 2006). 
It seems that almost anything can be turned into a zombie movie. How can we explain 
this versatile nature of the zombie phenomenon?

First and foremost what should be noted is the morbid curiosity for the undead, 
which became a perplexing part of our cultural experience and can be linked with the 
apparition of the photographic technologies. We must understand that this appetite 
for the uncanny and the morbid was made possible by the democratization of the 
technologies for the photographic recording of our bodies. From the very beginning, 
when the daguerrotype was used to fi xate the images of the dead, and the Victorian 
practices of postmortem photography, there has been an early macabre fascination 
cultivated by the new technologies of “freezing reality”. Some of the earliest 
photographic records were not just of the private deceased, but they focused on grisly 
snap shots with murder victims and war horrors, which soon became headlines in 
modern media. As Susan Sontag suggested in her seminal work on photography, the 
new technology of modernity functioned as an art of “sublimated murder,” or, as 
Walter Benjamin pointed out, one must notice the deep implications of the fact that 
any photograph is actually “a corpse of experience”. This proliferated in numerous 
onscreen representations of death, and today the modern media, with television and 
cinema at its forefront, cultivate an uncanny att raction in our contemporary popular 
culture for the dying and the bodies of the dead. My assumption in this argument is 
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that any photographic record is by its nature a zombielike manifestation, a photograph 
(and, by extension, any visual recording): it is neither dead nor alive, it is a physical 
manifestation lacking intrinsic substance. In cinema this characteristic is made more 
explicit when watching “old movies” - when we are looking at the pictures of Sarah 
Bernhardt or even Marilyn Monroe, we are att racted by dead people, we are watching 
on-screen representations of the dead, and thus cinematic experiences will always 
become forms of participation in the spectacle of “living corpses,” where material 
manifestations lacking any corporeal consistency provide emotions and reactions.

As noted before, this sickly combination of att raction and repulsion is not recent 
– there is a fundamental fear of death, experienced by every human being, which is 
an integral part of our cultural and religious experience. Nonetheless, the hypnotic 
appeal of the undead in popular culture must be linked with the recurrent discontent 
of humans towards humanity. As many of the “theories of the monstrous” agree, 
these creatures are metaphors expressing deep fears and desires of mankind. As 
Nicholas Royle pointed out is his study of the uncanny (Royle 2003), there is an 
irrepressible att raction of the unfamiliar and the strange. Considering that the 
att raction towards the uncanny is fundamental for understanding the modern and the 
postmodern, Royle argues that, especially in the case of the representations of death, 
corpses and the possible return of the dead (2), represent part of the elusive “death 
drive” used by Freud to explain the inner mechanism of culture and civilization. 
Moreover, as it was properly argued by David Glover, we can consider the culture of 
the undead as part of an ideology of degeneration” (Glover 67), a social and cultural 
trend that expresses a deep discontent towards liberalism, urbanism and scientifi c 
progress. When we expose on screen the fear of diseases, the anguish of destruction 
and the scare of a possible social crisis, we share the profound anxieties of modern 
man towards his own nature.

These fears can be circumscribed as the fear towards the “absolute Others”. 
Zombies are non-humans with human traits, accidental or deformed manifestations 
of our own bodies; they are most often “inverse” humans – dark creatures who live 
during the night, while “normal humans” live during the day. These strangely mobile 
deceased creatures are manifestations of a frightening, impossible humanity, possible 
substitutes for all of us. As Kim Paff enroth explains it, zombies are frightening because 
there is an insidious and frightening prospect, that we are the same, that there is no 
distinguishable diff erence between us and them (Paff enroth 10). On the other hand, as 
incapable and incomplete humans, zombies break all the taboos of human civilization. 
They do things which are prohibited by social rules; thus they are a mirror of our 
own forbidden desires and drives. A major taboo is that we are not supposed to feed 
on the fl esh of our fellow human beings – thus the fact that zombies are cannibalistic 
creatures makes them not only uncanny and disgusting, but also degenerated humans, 
individuals who have lost their att ributes. They represent a deformed social order, 
most often a gregarious congregation of the lack of inhibitions. 
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When asking what is a zombie?, the answers usually follow the formula “NO 
BRAIN, NO BLOOD, NO HUMANITY”; thus zombies are basically negative versions of 
“normal” human beings. They are everything we are not. Yet zombies are fundamentally 
diff erent also from vampire or orcs, and are not assimilated with simple ghouls or 
other forms of monstrous possessions. In a signifi cant diff erence from vampires, who 
are also simultaneously dead and alive, zombies have no supernatural powers. Their 
ability of having no qualities is essential in understanding how the zombie myth 
functions. They are the unthinkable versions of us.

Abhorrent semiotic carriers

The main assumption of my argument is that zombies are semiotic cadavers (an 
explicit paraphrase to semiotic carriers), contaminated representations which are now 
depicting obscene social and cultural signifi cations, which go beyond the simplistic 
imagery of the soulless creatures roaming the earth in search of human fl esh. Zombies 
are fundamentally corpses of representation, resurrected signifi cants serving more than 
just multiple meaning purposes, but pointless signifi cations. The idea of a semiotic 
carrier, used in the terms of the functional grammar (Halliday and Matt hiessen), entails 
the fact that any “Att ribute” needs a “Carrier” in order to be properly transferred 
(219-220), as zombies are malignant carriers of rott en signifi cations. In any “normal” 
meaning formation context, a semiotic carrier is a sign or a symbol which transfers 
social signifi cations, cultural meanings and political implications. Basically any word 
is a carrier of signifi cance – when we utt er the word “body” the message transported 
by the sounds and/ or lett ers is that of a corporeal and physical manifestation of 
an entity. Any form of “meaning production” takes place when an interpreter 
transforms the physical message into a “mental image,” which is produced based on 
a “physical manifestation”. No semiotic transfer is possible in the absence of a material 
representation. A physical transporter (or vehicle in the Peircean terminology) is 
necessary to transfer the cultural or personal meanings to the interpreter. The qualities 
of the object are “carried” by this simple process. We use signs to “convey” to the mind 
of another being an “idea about a thing” (Peirce 5).

My contention here is that zombies represent a peculiar variety of semiotic carriers. 
As noted by other authors, zombies are objects of meaning, bodies of signifi cance 
without signifi cation, which can be fi lled with any message, no matt er how ludicrous 
or absurd. In this respect, we can make of the zombies whatever we want, we are 
the “Masters” that can control the manifestations of a zombifi ed meaning production 
system. A secondary consequence of this premise is that zombies are nothing more 
than projections of our own selves, they are visual refl ections on a screen or in literature 
and other cultural products of the realities of humanity at a given point in time. As 
Mulhall explained, zombies are at once human and non-human, thus deeply linked 
with the fear of our own lack of identity. If we follow the logic of the hypothesis that 
zombies are projections of ourselves, this allows us to discuss the identity formation 
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in diff erent moments in our cultural development. There is a slight problem, though, 
posed by the zombies. Once we start to analyze the recent manifestations of zombie 
representations, we can see a profound alteration of meaning formations. As zombies 
- as conveyors of meanings - are transformed, so the understanding of our own reality 
becomes multifarious and increasingly unstable.

As Thomas Sebeok suggested, all bodies are expressive mechanisms; all life forms 
use semiotic processes to communicate, and thus all living organisms are potentially 
semiotically relevant. The body by its nature is a biological entity which is a sign in and 
of itself, transmitt ing signifi cations about the life form and its environment. As the key 
authors in biosemiotics (such as Marcel Florkin) have demonstrated, the relationship 
between signifi er and signifi ed functions in every natural context - using as an example 
the simplest relationship between genotype and the phenotype (quoted in Barbieri ix), 
it become clear that the production of meaning can be extended to all aspects of living 
systems: even the genetic code can be interpreted as part of a semiotic precess.

When it comes to zombies, the question is if there can be a lifeless semiotics. Do 
zombies respect the rules of semiotic meaning production? If we look at the current 
transformations of the zombie myth, it is my contention that the very seductive semiotic 
interpretation of zombies is gradually made impossible by the uncertain nature of their 
att ributes. Since zombies do not have internal traits, their external typology leads us 
into an illogical representational order. What happens when the relationship between 
the object and the concept of the split becomes so deep that it generates a symbolic 
construct which is a total monstrosity?

Returning to the classical terminology of Ferdinand de Saussure - if any sign has a 
signifi ed (the idea, the concept or the object) and a signifi er (the words, the lett ers, the 
visual representations), in order for meaning to be created there has to be a relationship 
between the two, which leads to semiosis, or the process of the creation of meaning. 
In fact, as Charles Sanders Peirce famously put it in his “article 5,” any sign has an 
intrinsic characteristic, it “stands for” something else (Peirce 13). Conventionally the 
semiotic substitution leads to a fi xed meaning, which allows for a fi xed interpretation. 
The question of meaning making in visual representation is slightly more complex, 
and the diffi  culties of the semiotics in visual language add to the complex nature of 
the zombie myth. As Fernande Saint-Martin describes the use of the semiotic carrier in 
the visual language (Saint-Martin 4), these carriers are “agglomerates” of substances, 
composites of many layers of elements, basically “polysemic” in their very nature.

Now the problem with the contemporary zombies is that they do not stand for 
anything “real,” they are merely a humanity emptied and replenished with more 
emptiness. In a way zombies are expressions of the “freakish” nature of our popular 
culture. Actually it is this deeply disturbing, internal dynamics of the zombie that 
makes possible the continuous accumulation of empty signifi cations. A zombie is a 
destitute semiotic courier, since it is a representation without content, quintessentially 
a form (human body) that lacks content (human soul). This absence of the soul and 
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conscience can be seen as a total absence of consistence. As Julia Kristeva has so 
eloquently described this problem, the zombie is a dead body, and any corpse is 
“the utmost abjection,” due to its ambiguous nature, of a being neither signifi cant for 
the living, nor totally lacking any meaning in life. This is the ultimate abjection, the 
representation of the body, where the dead body provokes the appeal of the “abjection 
of the corpse” (Grant 178). A body without a soul is, ultimately, a signifi ed without 
a signifi cation, an open invitation for fi lling the absence with signifi cation. When 
a physical manifestation – in this case the degraded body of the zombie - receives 
cultural signifi cations, when higher meanings that the simple properties of the fl esh 
eating, mindless roaming beings are att ached to this manifestation, the very fact that 
zombies are lacking signifi cations, that they are empty of content, they can “mean” 
anything, from the externalized expression of imperialism and exploitation to the 
political manifestations of the new world order, becomes a monstrosity. 

In fact the problem with almost all the studies dealing with the zombie phenomenon 
tends to att ribute traits and characteristics to zombies which are conceptually narrow 
and historically contextualized. For some authors, a zombies is simply a part of the 
horror genre, just another fi ctional creature designed to generate emotional relief from 
our fears (Carroll); or, as is the case with the classical, psychoanalytic explanation, 
zombies are manifestations of perversity, representations of the dark unconscious 
and our non-human drives (Creed in Schneider 192); their cannibalism and desire 
for human fl esh is nothing but a physical expression of repressed sexual desires. 
For some authors, zombies are expressions of cultural criticism; for example, Juan 
Carlos Fresnadillo’s 28 Weeks Later (2007) was described as “an eff ective metaphor” 
for the unstoppable domination of the world by Starbucks. Zombies have even been 
used to interpret cultural interaction in world politics, a paradigmatic explanation of 
international relations as a fi eld of political sciences (Drezner). Zombies are, fi nally, 
explanations for everything and nothing. 

Nevertheless, while zombies can explain everything and anything, since their very 
nature is predisposed to the charge of meanings, the unsolved question remains the 
following: what is the semiotic function of zombies in our culture today, what changes 
are manifest in society and ideology that are imbued in the empty recipient that is the 
“zombie signifi cant”? 

An eternally re-animated myth

From White Zombie, considered to be the fi rst zombie movie, to the most recent 
AMC production of The Walking Dead, zombies continue to evolve and mutate. And 
although certain “zombie handbooks” identify the early manifestations of zombieism 
even in the story of Gilgamesh, and assimilate zombies with the Golem or with 
Frankenstein and other composite forms of dead human parts reassembled (Saccheto 
20), these fi ctional beings are clearly products of the modern imagination. Following 
Deleuze and Guatt ari who considered that zombies are the only true “modern myth” 
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(1983 335) by the fact that they are representations of the schizophrenic nature of 
capitalism itself, we can say that zombies are the living-dead manifestation of the 
contemporary psyche.

More importantly, unlike other “undead” they compete with, zombies are imaginary 
creations specifi c to cinematic culture. Dissimilarly from Dracula or Frankenstein, who 
were creatures born in the literary culture of early modernity, zombies are typical 
conventions of “middle modernity”. Zombies are thus fundamental tropes in recent 
popular culture, with “zombie movies” as a sub-genre of horror cinema clearly 
which clearly connected these fantasy beings with mechanics of the new medium. As 
indicated previously, just like zombies, movies are dis-embodied representations of 
lifeless life. 

Also, starting with the assumption that zombies are creatures of the 20th century, it 
is imperative to notice that there are several typological diff erences between the various 
expressions of the zombielike creatures in the last century. In just over seventy years, 
from 1932 until now, the zombie identity has mutated several times, not only because 
their very essence is changeable, but because the essence of what it means to be human 
was under transformation. There are zombie controlled by aliens, demon-zombies and 
zombie animals, exhumed zombies and recently dead zombies, innumerable variations 
of these beings which were introduced in popular culture by William Seabrook’s 
novel The Magic Island. Easily re-animated, the undead of the “madlands” of Haiti are 
resurrected time and time again. We can say that we live in a culture of zombies - or 
rather a zombie culture - here the implications of the zombies being the ability to use o 
single sign with the att ributes of multiple meanings. The zombies are visual constructs 
which convey unusual cultural value through a re-animated narrative that repeatedly 
changes its content.

Why do the zombie mythological constructs have this re-animation quality, 
they seem to be able to be revived over and over again? It is simply because, just 
like in H. P. Lovecraft’s Reanimator series, the serial tale he created for the “Home 
Brew” magazine, there is a fascination with the possibility of artifi cial life and for 
the mechanical nature of bodies? Or is it because modernity shares a pleasure for the 
monstrous - from vampires to zombies?

For some authors, like Noë l Carroll, there is a fundamental common trait of these 
monsters; they do not exist elsewhere than in fi ctions (literary or cinematic) and it is 
from their fi ctional nature that we extract our pleasure. Due to the fact that zombies are 
non-persons who violate the social order, we, as viewers, are pleased when normalcy 
is repaired at the end of the narrative, and everything returns to life as usual. This 
“att raction of repulsion,” as Noë l Caroll described it, or the “seduction of abjection,” 
suggested by Barbara Creed, is a “paradox of the heart” (Carroll 1990). The nauseating 
reactions towards the monstrous (revulsion, shrinking, shuddering), triggered by the 
disgusting, unclean and abominable nature of these beings, are designed to generate 
a profound emotional response (22). As Carroll properly indicated, all these creatures 
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are purely fi ctional and sometimes so paradoxical in their nature that we cannot place 
them in a clear category. 

Still, without being actually manifest in other realms than in the cinematic 
representations, ghouls, golems, ghosts and other ghastly non-human creatures populate 
the imagination of billions of people. They are present, as real and as concrete in our 
minds, like other similar real experiences. Monsters are not simply narrative tropes, 
and zombies are particularly relevant for their cultural relevance. The re-vitalization of 
the undead must be linked with larger cultural practices. As I pointed out in another 
study (Pop 2014), while Dracula and Frankenstein, vampires and gargoyles function as 
hybrids with their mixed nature, maintaining a typical modern dichotomous “quality,” 
this is not the case with the zombies. Clearly the zombie canon has gone through a series 
of modifi cations, and these alterations of the strange fl esh-eating creatures are extremely 
relevant for the alterations that take place in our imaginary. For such an “empty” 
structure of signifi cance as the zombies, these over-strange transformations of the 
undead motif are remarkable. I consider that it is here, in this profoundly transmuting 
nature of the “walking dead” that we must search for deeper explanations.

A defective resurrection 

The apparition of the zombie representations must be linked with the long 
historical, ethical, religious and medical interdiction of desecrating the bodies of the 
dead. All ancient religious practices described very strict rules about the handling of 
dead bodies. From the Greek story of Antigone, to the clear interdictions found in 
the Biblical texts, which prescribed the “undisturbed” burial of the dead, there is a 
recurrent social norm concerning the bodies of the deceased. 

On one hand, as the well-known passage from Numbers 19:11 states it explicitly, 
there has always been an understanding of the impure nature of corpses; hence, the 
“uncleanliness” of those who touched the dead. This “sanitary” prohibition is followed 
by a second, more important one. In Deuteronomy 21:23 the prohibition of defi ling 
the land with the bodies of the dead and the obligation of the proper burial are fi rmly 
stated. Unlike in primitive cultures, where the dead were buried in the same space 
with the living, in “civilized” cultures the dead had to be placed in special spaces, sites 
of separation created specially for them. The Talmudic tradition and then the early 
Christian practices, forbade the desecration of these places and the “resting” of the 
dead. Any form of disrespect and the breaking of these restrictions led to profound 
punishments. The careful handling of the corpses of the dead family members, the 
various preparation rituals and the wakes and mourning practices had to ensure that 
the body of the departed was properly treated. Otherwise, according to folklore and 
other popular beliefs, the dead could return to haunt the living, as ghosts, vampire-
like beings or other monstrous manifestations.

In the Talmudic tradition, graves must be seen as sites of impurity and the cemeteries 
had to respect certain rules in order to prevent the defi ling of the living, protection 
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being ensured by specialized servicemen dealing with the dead. The deliberate 
desecration of the body of a dead person was considered the most outrageous off ense 
possible – this is why it was often practiced during wars and social confl icts. The 
ultimate abuse on a hated enemy was the desecration of his corpse. Another important 
prohibition in the Judeo-Christian cultures, as also in the Talmudic list of interdictions, 
is the eating of the fl esh of a living creature if still alive. Consequently, as many Rabbis 
who oppose bodily practices like autopsy suggest, any form of alterations of the bodies 
after death is an off ense to the very belief that resurrection is real and a potential threat 
for the Final Judgement of God (promised by God in Daniel 12:2). 

The same idea becomes even more culturally relevant when we consider the 
profound belief of Christianity in Resurrection. As Paul the apostle of the Gentiles 
has concisely stated it in 1 Corinthians 15:13-17, without resurrection, Christianity is 
simply nonsensical, based on madness and futility. Some of the most powerful stories 
in the Gospels are centered around raising bodies from the dead, a scandalous action 
in and of itself. Christ is often described as breaking the separations between life and 
death, and the resurrection of Lazarus, and then the return of Jesus from the land of 
the dead became fundamental tropes in the Western imaginary. At the very core of the 
Christian faith is the promise of the bodily resurrection of believers. As it was argued 
by St. Augustine and then became a common place in the Church tradition, after the 
Resurrection, the soul and the body are going to be reunited in eternity, within an 
“uncorrupted” materiality. 

As it is the case with Lazarus, the fi rst story of a man returning from the dead 
and walking among the living as a corpse, this representation is an expression of 
the sacred belief in bodily transformation after death. Lazarus is the fi rst undead of 
Christianity – a “natural” undead, since his body has returned from the grave and he 
was re-animated as a fully functional human being. His “matt er” and his “spirit” were 
coagulated and his humanity reinstated. Nevertheless, Christianity developed some 
macabre practices with respect to the dead, starting with the widespread use of the 
relics of the saints and ending with the sophisticated rituals, like the 15th-century danse 
macabre or the later cultic and profane processions of the dead. Zombies are today a 
manifestation of these cultural practices. 

Zombies are derisive manifestation of Christ’s anastasis, corpses transformed 
into incompletely resurrected creatures, where the return to life of the dead is 
metamorphosed into a lifeless manifestation. A zombie is an ambulant cadaver - in 
the strict etymological sense, from the Latin “cadere,” a fallen and degraded expression 
of an impossible ideal. This is why we must consider zombies as essentially forms of 
defective resurrections, empty resurrections, since they come to life without the presence 
of a spiritual meaning. Opposed to the central promises of Christian faith, which is 
almost singular within contemporary religions, zombies are mockups of the promised 
resurrection of bodies. Walking about as de-sacralized fl esh, a zombie is a creature 
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without that ridicules the presence of the divine, a non-sacred appearance that needs 
no spiritual meaning in order to exist. If the Christian return of the bodies takes place 
with a spiritualized corporeality, the zombies’ returns from the death are incarnations 
of pure materiality, not only in a complete reversal of Christian meanings, but in 
radical contrariety. As we know, the zombie is simultaneously belonging to the impure 
fi eld of the dead, consuming parts of human bodies and walking about as a disfi gured 
creature. More so, they are, as Gregory Waller properly summarized it, “simulacra 
of immortality,” or, rather a totally “corrupted simulation” of the divine nature of 
humanity. Zombies are humans that lack any spirituality.

Zombies as ideological tools

From the very beginning, the zombies were represented as transparent references 
to slavery and exploitation. These two traits of the zombie motif have been underlined 
by several fi lm theorists and critics. The fi rst connection is obvious; in almost all the 
early accounts about the strange practices in Haiti, the “zombi” were contextualized 
in the sugar plantation exploitations. As it is extensively argued by Moreman and 
Rushton (2011), the origins of the zombie myth must be traced in the Caribbean 
religions, and particularly in the voodoo practices from Haiti, which mix elements of 
the Catholic rite with ancient West African rituals. While some authors suggest the 
possible etymological source of the term in the word zumbi (as fetish) or nzambi (soul, 
spirit or deity) from the West African languages, or with jumbie as a lifeless corpse, or 
simply a ghost (Russell 11), the very fact that zombies are described as bodies revived 
from their burial ground relies on a more probable and simpler explanation. The word 
is derived from the French sans vie (lifeless). Zombies are simply lifeless beings and, 
by extension, any form of life and existence deprived of the qualities of liveliness can 
be described as a zombielike life. 

Notwithstanding the etymological roots, according to Ann Kordas, the zombi (this 
is the initial spelling of the term) fi rst entered the Western narratives back in 1838, 
when several newspapers in the U.S. reported the story of Murillo’s African slave, 
who appeared to perform complex duties without being aware of his activities. As 
it is often described in the voodoo traditions, a sorcerer can steal the soul of a dying 
person, or of a weak living being and unnaturally take command over his or her life. 
Yet, just as the Haitian zombies are re-animated cadavers, walking dead who work for 
a master, any slave is a zombie. The myth can evidently be linked with a profound fear 
of enslavement and the schizophrenic relationship between freedom and slavery in the 
culture of exploitation, until very recently widespread in the Western world. As it is 
explicit in the most important zombie story of modernity, The Magic Island, a pseudo-
report of William Seabrook, which infl uenced all the following zombie narratives, 
there is a scary “vacant” nature of the obedient zombie slaves. The 1929 report of 
Seabrook was the source of a play entitled “Zombie,” which in turn became the movie 
directed by Victor Halperin. From the very beginning, zombies are basically humans 
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at the mercy of their fellow men, which can be put to mindless work for the benefi t of 
others. They are representations of slavery in the purest form.

Another connection must be made with the consequences of imperialism and 
colonialism. As it is the case with Jacques Tourneur’s I Walked with a Zombie, the zombie 
universe depicted is always exotic, with strange undertones underlining the diff erence 
from the modern and civilized lives of those who encounter the nightmarish voodoo 
cultures. As Edward Said emphasized in his classical book, Orientalism (1978), the 
Western representations of the “Other” are mostly a mythical projection of our desire 
to control and the possession of the images of those who are diff erent from us. Clearly 
the apparition of the zombies in the cinematic imagination has to be linked with the 
US occupation of Haiti, which ended in 1934. The fi rst zombie novel (and later the 
movies) appeared as illustrations of the paternalist occupation of the island (Renda 
247), with the negative representations of “the others” stemming from an impossible 
acceptance of their “otherness”. Zombies are created as narratives that justify a military 
and imperialist intervention; they are designed from the beginning as ideal carriers of 
ideological purposes.

More signifi cantly, following the line of thought convincingly summarized by John 
Lutz , the zombie narrative in cinema functions as a “powerful allegory for the condition 
of alienation described by Marx” (Lutz  125), where the zombies are substitutes for the 
working class and its degraded life in the capitalist society. As the malefi cent witch 
doctor in White Zombie, Murder Legendre, expressed it: zombies “work faithfully and 
are not worried with long hours”. Basically, zombies are obedient proletarians, lacking 
any resistance to exploitation, that is, they function without any “class conscience”. If 
in early zombie movies we can trace the signs of the imperialist and colonialist modes 
of representation, one of the fi rst transformations of the zombie narratives is that of 
social criticism towards the dominant ideology of capitalism. 

Zombies are often described as substitutes for the masses manipulated by the 
dominant elites (Downes and Miller). Following the famous quotation extracted from 
Karl Marx, who identifi ed capital with “dead labour” and described it as “vampire-
like,” there is a clear connection of signifi cations in the analysis of the zombie 
myth, which functions in a double way. On one hand, zombies are the proletarians, 
the brutalized masses who are following no rules and are driven by their lack of 
consciousness. On the other hand, zombies can be the exploiters who live similar lives 
as the dark creatures, they exist by extracting the life out of their laborers, and in order 
to live more, they have to devour more and more labor. This Marxist interpretation 
provides us with an understanding of the multifunctional nature of the zombie myth. 
Zombies are, simultaneously, both the exploiters and the exploited, they can carry 
opposite functions and contradictory signifi cations.

As it has been pointed out by many authors, this type of social criticism entered 
the zombie narratives when George A. Romero created Night of the Living Dead (1968). 
The zombie narrative and zombie representations were used by Romero, and after him 
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by many of his imitators, as explicit forms of criticism towards the social behavior of 
consumerist societies. Zombies are not just consuming dead fl esh, they are embodiments 
of the exploited who, in the degraded life of capitalism, eat the results of their own 
“dead labor”. The consumption of commodities is similar to the consumption of bodies 
(Lutz  130). This is why the zombie movies must be seen as critical tools for exposing the 
decay of Western society, or as Gregory Waller interprets Romero’s fi lms, they are an 
“allegory” for the excesses of consumerism (Waller 1986), where human bodies become 
a symbolic reference to mindless ideological feeding. All consumers are zombies, while 
zombies are degraded versions of our captivity in consumerist societies. By the fact 
that we lead a lifeless existence, mindlessly searching for more objects to consume, our 
subjective self (our very humanity) is turned into an objectifi ed being (the zombie). 
Zombies are nothing but projections of this de-humanization induced by the capitalist 
society. Again, the zombie narrative is used as a semiotic environment for a substitution 
of meanings, where the undead are carrying the signifi cations of the living. As it has 
been pointed out by several fi lm critics, the socio-political role of Romero’s masterpiece 
is that it represents the angers and frustrations of the Sixties and Seventies, with the 
global gas crisis and the consequences of the Cold War. With this cult movie, Romero 
manages not only to bring back the zombie into popular culture, but also to open the 
way for the zombie myth to assume a central role in cultural criticism. 

Relevantly enough, this type of criticism can operate also outside the logic 
of exploitation, where the controllers are the capitalists and the controlled are the 
working class. Another category of zombielike fi lms indicates a possible reference to a 
major separation existing in the 20th century – that between the two main ideological 
blocks. Just like in Don Siegel’s movie, Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) the fears 
of the atomic age and the fears of the menacing communist taking over of America 
are transparent in the zombie narratives of that time. Strangely enough, there are 
features of zombieism within the communist society itself. Not only were the leaders 
of the Communist regime (fi rst Lenin, then Stalin and Mao) embalmed and kept 
“alive” inside public mausoleums like symbolic zombies, mummies with power to 
impress the living, but the way the public revered these living dead of the communist 
power is an indicator of a zombifi ed political system. Without going too deep into 
this very suggestive line of argument, what Reinhart Koselleck called “the political 
cult of the dead” underlines the long term implications and the ideological relevance 
of zombieism. Since zombies are built upon internal contradictions, their use often 
indicates the contradictory nature of political manifestations in human societies.

Zombies – pure and impure

The fundamental trait of the zombie representations is their radical alterity. 
Zombies are an expression of the separation between “Good” (humans) and “Evil,” 
between “Disease” and “Health,” between “Clean” and “Unclean”. In a certain way, 
zombies are manifestations of two profound scares of modernity. The fi rst is the fear 
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of mass infections and the possible destruction of civilization by means of viruses and 
other parasites and bacteria. The collective imagination of Western culture, marked 
by the scars of the previous mass epidemics and plagues, was profoundly aff ected by 
the Spanish infl uenza pandemic, when at the end of the Great War, an estimated 20 
to 40 million humans died of a pathogen almost impossible to stop. Together with the 
horrors of the World War, and the atrocities that took place (and later repeated in the 
WWII), the separation between humanity and non-humanity laid the foundations for 
the development of the zombie myth.

Zombies are manifestations of the atrocious nature of human beings, they are 
degenerate creatures, capable of acts like cannibalism, bodily dismemberment, 
malignant forms of devastation. Yet, as it is explicit in war-time zombie narratives, 
such as  Deathwatch (2002), where the story happens in the trenches of the WWI, these 
creatures are nothing more than projections of the actions of human beings, soldiers 
or civilians who were compelled by the historical context to act in a non-human way. 
Here the zombie becomes a metaphor of the unthinkable ability of humans to abandon 
their humanity in diffi  cult times is history. 

As pointed out previously, zombies are carriers of social meanings (fears, desires, 
dissatisfactions) and this is explicitly manifest in the narratives which explore the 
relationship between zombies and disease. From the very beginning, zombie stories 
were built around the idea that zombies are the result of a “bad virus.” From the space 
probe virus in George Romero Night of the Living Dead, to the Chinese Solanum virus 
in Max Brooks’ narratives, the zombielike features are att ributed to some sort of a bi-
product of scientifi c experiment gone bad or an infectious intervention impossible 
to control. This leads to a series of representations which are based on the much 
needed separation between the clean and the unclean, where the social scares often 
take ideological undertones. This is the case with contemporary representations in 
the zombie narratives, when the fear of maladies is linked with the political anguish 
of bioterrorism. As is the case with the Resident Evil series (now in production with 
the sixth installment), zombiefi cation is most often caused by a genetic research failure, 
here the so-called “T” virus has the ability to transform living beings into zombielike 
mutants. 

Just as in the case of Romero’s zombies, who were derived from Richard Matheson’s 
1954 novel “I Am Legend,” we must point out that there is a clear amalgamation 
between various manifestations of the undead. Today zombies are extremely “impure” 
imaginary structures, mixing traits and characteristics which no longer belong to 
the “classical” representations of the initial myth. In order to understand the inner 
mechanism of the zombie semiotics, we must distinguish between two large categories 
of zombie representations – the pure and the impure.

I think we have answered the fi rst question, how can we recognize a “pure zombie”? 
A “standard” zombie is typically a disgusting being, a taboo-breaking creature, a 
manifestation of the non-human in the all aspects of his behavior. To put it simply, 
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a zombie has no brain, eats fl esh and moves robotically, it is an alternate version of 
the human beings, the absolute “other” of humanity. The lack of cognitive abilities, 
cannibalism and mechanical movement are “pure” opposites to the positive traits of 
any human being. This dialectics is visible in our basic reaction to seeing a zombie - we 
can identify a zombie if it generates repulsion. As Noë l Carroll’s classical interpretation 
points out, all horror narratives are based on this emotional reaction. By horrifying the 
public, these disgusting representations are meant to generate an empathic connection 
between the spectator and the main characters. When the characters feel nausea and 
revulsion, the viewer reacts similarly, and by producing an aff ective response to the 
disgusting images on the screen, we experience a cathartic release of anguish. This 
revulsion comes from a natural disgust towards the impurity, thus all these beings in 
horror fi lms are supposed to be nauseating.

However, things get more complicated when this dichotomous logic is no longer 
functional. We must investigate what happens when the zombie representations 
are totally reinvented and repulsion and repugnance are replaced with att raction 
and desirability? What can we make of the fact that the “pure” zombie, the clearly 
separated creature from humanity, the monstrosity that negatively mirrors humans, 
is no longer so abstracted from us?

How funny can a zombie be?

Some of the most “humanized” representations of the zombies are to be found in 
horror comedies, since the macabre and dark comedies were, early on, part of a sub-
genre in horror narratives. As in the case of Zombies on Broadway (1945), where Gordon 
Douglas casts Bela Lugosi as a Dr. Renault, an egocentric scientist creating a zombie 
used for the superfi cial purpose of promoting a nightclub, the unserious nature of 
monsters was rapidly identifi ed. In this post-war fi lm, the zombie becomes a marketing 
gimmick, and the search for zombies is nothing but a source of comedic encounters 
and an excuse for a series of gags about zombiefi cation. The denouement of the story, 
where the press agent is “funnily” infected after his friend was cured miraculously by 
the superfi ciality of “staring” at a call girl, indicates a detachment from the grave and 
serious zombies of the wartime era. Another contemporary example was Get Along 
Litt le Zombie (1946), where the famous director of the Three Stooges, Edward Bernds, 
used the same “scare tactics” in this short superfi cial comedy. Obviously, the changes 
in the zombie aesthetics are explained by the political and social relaxation in that 
particular historical context.

On one hand, this “parodic transformation” of the zombies is implicit in the nature 
of the myth itself. As Linda Badley already underlined it, there is a coexistence of the 
ridiculous and the horrifying in any zombielike creature (35-36). On the other hand we 
must observe that the transformation of the zombie representations is also an indicator 
of cultural transformations, where the re-invention of the zombie narratives takes 
place in given historical contexts. Just like one of the earliest parodic productions of 
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the Italian horror-sex-comedy fi lms indicates, the apparition of these frivolous zombies 
is linked to the deep transformation of humanity. In Io zombo, tu zombi, lei zomba (I 
zombie, you zombie, she zomba, 1979) we have a zombie comedy which anticipates 
the future development of a new breed of “impure” zombies. For this production of 
Novello Rossati transforms the zombies, from disgusting creatures, nauseating beings, 
placed in sexy and att ractive situations (with Nadia Cassini performing one of the 
earliest zombie table dancings). I think that this movie marks the birth of the “impure 
zombie” aesthetics, specifi c to the new millennium productions.

From inert and automaton-like creatures, zombies have gradually evolved into 
vivid and appealing monsters, and the zombie narratives have been turned into 
att ractive and fun to do situations. The earliest example (now almost “classical” in 
zombie fi lm theories) is Shaun of the dead (2004), where the zombie apocalypse is 
transformed into a parodic fi esta. At the end of this continuous masquerade, humans 
end up by reconciling with the infection, and, more relevantly, not only do humans 
imitate the zombies in order to survive, but the zombies fi nally achieve human traits - 
the story ends with one of the friends turned into zombie playing a video-game.

This “naturalization” of the zombies is further explored by Zombieland (2009). In 
another carnivalesque adventure with the undead, Ruben Fleischer adds to the newly 
discovered appeal of the zombies another important level, that of the un-seriously 
undying. Here the killing and the chopping of body parts is described as a pleasurable 
free time activity. Zombieland can be considered as a reference to the unparalleled levels 
of atrocity accepted today in the recreational activities of contemporary humans. In 
our cultures of gaming and snuff  watching, killing or destroying imaginary or real 
beings has become a fundamental part of our ludic actions and an integral part of the 
entertainment industry. This festive trait of the zombie hecatomb is specifi c to the post-
2000 humanity, drenched in superfi ciality.

This is another central characteristic of the transformation of zombies, as 
manifestations of the profound changes in our societies. There is an over-superfi ciality, 
an added triviality to the already deep lack of substance in our zombiefi ed cultures. 
The insubstantial nature of the recent zombie stories functions as an indicator for 
the superfi cial nature of social interactions today. When zombies are transformed 
into a source of gratuitous behavior and we observe the sexualization of even the 
zombies, then this tendency goes beyond the explanation provided by Rutherford, 
as an expression of the “erotics of death.” The sexualization of zombie imaginaries 
is not just a part of the fascination exerted by the obscenity of sexuality, which was 
linked by Bataille with death (Rutherford 55-60). Movies like Zombie Strippers (2008) 
or the Japanese Big Tits Zombie (2010) are taking the zombie promiscuous nature to 
unexpected levels. Sharing many common traits with a production like Chopper Chicks 
in Zombie Town (1989), a horror comedy featuring the MTV veejay Martha Queen, 
Jay Lee’s Zombie Strippers integrates in an amalgamated cinematic representation the 
idea of zombie frivolity. This movie indicates that there is more than just a possible 
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integration of the disgusting into the desirable, but it points out the superfi cial nature 
of entire cultural consumption forms. Casting a famous porn star like Jenna Jameson 
in the role of a zombie stripper fi ghter, Lee takes the whole concept of the att raction 
of zombies and confl ates it to unrecognizable planes. In Zombie Strippers the mélange 
reaches absurd stages – we are in a world where stripping and nihilism coexist in 
an incoherent, albeit att ractive dynamics. Nevertheless, when zombie images turng 
into a source of att raction (sexual, intellectual or simply visual), and the zombies 
are transformed into nice beings, even creatures of desirability, then there occurs 
a transformation of humanity to a point where the diff erence between natural and 
unnatural ceases to exist. 

In this respect, the movie Warm Bodies (2013) represents another epitome of the 
zombie re-signifi cation. This fi lm,, directed by Jonathan Levine, does not only 
describe the possible love a zombie might feel for a human being, but, by annulling 
the separation between the two fi elds of representation, it creates a nonexistent and 
unreal genre: the zombie romantic comedy. Unlike the “pure” zombies of the classical 
genres and sub-genres, in Warm Bodies we follow “R,” a young zombie who proves 
to have feeling towards a human girl. This “R”(omeo) of the undead is conveniently 
in love with a human Julie(t), and instead of feeding on her brain - as he is supposed 
to, according to the laws of pure zombieism - he “warms up” and starts protecting 
her. With Warm Bodies, zombie narratives have reached their own absurd limits; if 
zombies are no longer mindless creatures, who deserve to die and who we need to 
eliminate, but possible loved neighbors, then their whole existence is superfl uous. The 
philosophies of co-existence lying beneath this representation transcend the barriers of 
imagination. If a zombie can be a warm-blooded creature, then, again, the diff erences 
and the barriers between inhuman and manlike have been irreparably broken. 

Another impure version of zombies is that of the newly created animal zombies. 
The zombie narratives were initially based on the idea that only humans can become 
zombies, since in the voodoo tradition only creatures with a soul could become slaves. 
Yet the promiscuous zombies today include all sorts of beings. Some of the earliest 
zombie animals have appeared in Paul W. S. Anderson’s production of Resident Evil 
(2002), another turning point for the zombie narratives of the new millennium. And, as 
it was the case with other similar productions, like I am Legend (2007), dogs are easily 
zombifi ed since they share a special connection with their fellow humans. Even if the 
zombie creatures in the Resident Evil series are also impure manifestations, Zombeavers, 
a 2014 production directed by Jordan Rubin, takes this impurity to an unfathomable 
and ludicrous impurity. In this horror comedy the beavers in a dam become infected 
by a strange substance and begin att acking scared and scarcely dressed college girls, 
who, in turn, become zombeavers themselves. The zombie bestiary can be further 
detailed with examples from a video-game like Dungeons & Dragons, which presents 
the players with a wide variety of animal zombies, from the undead dragon and 
the ogre zombie to the zombie wolves and the revived minotaur. Once again, the 
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zombie narratives att ain an impossible impurity – how can you make a zombie out of 
a mythological creature and why does an inexistent being become another re-animated 
inexistent creature?

Last but not least, the impure nature of zombies is explicit in the shift taking 
place in recent zombie narratives. One relevant example is Danny Wirkola’s Dead 
Snow (2009), where some Nazi soldiers forgott en in Norway under a curse, start a 
mindless killing spree among a group of hikers. Another movie that exemplifi es the 
traits of the zombiefi ed narratives is Abraham Lincoln vs. Zombies, the 2012 production 
of Richard Schenkman, famously director of several Playboy Playmates videos. In a 
series of unnatural combinations of storytelling practices – with mindless actions and 
pointless situations – the story of the President of the Union starts with the beheading 
his own dying mother with a scythe. Then, armed with the same instrument, he fi ghts 
the zombie armies of the South, purposely infected by a Confederate general. This 
amalgamated storyline includes a young Theodore Roosevelt, secret agents and a 
perplexing twist of story, when the infected president asks John Wilkes Booth to kill 
him in order to prevent him from becoming a zombie. Just like zombies are empty 
containers of signifi cance, history and literature become vacuums of meanings, where 
History is re-animated as a corpse, and literature is revived as its own parodic cadaver. 

Just as the parodic zombie narratives culminate with Max Brooks’ best seller 
zombie “survival guide,” where the carcass of the authentic guides is used to put 
into motion a dead story, our zombiefi ed culture allows the transformation of any 
body of signifi cance into its own a “walking dead” version. This is the case with Jane 
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, turned by Seth Graham-Smith into a zombie narrative 
and with other versions of “enriched classics,” such as W. Bill Czolgosz’s coupling of 
Huckleberry Finn with Zombie Jim. 

Att ention, you are entering the Zombie culture.
You are in danger of infection.

Some authors have interpreted this stage in the “zombie evolution” with the post-
human; the new versions of the zombie predators, like the “fast zombie” introduced 
by 28 Days Later were considered “icons” of post-humanity. Just as Peter Dendle has 
suggested, the apparition of the “Millenial Zombies” can be interpreted as a zombie 
mirror for the identity of a new generation. Without disputing the logic of this argument, 
I think we must take it to its fi nal consequences. The “new zombie” narratives and 
icons are not simply fi lled with the positive qualities of the “Millennials”; they also 
carry the negative traits of what we can call zombiefi ed culture, of which zombie 
cinema is an integral, but not exhaustive part. The fact that we live in a zombifi ed 
world is visible everywhere since everybody can become a zombie. This scary fact is 
made clear by the transformation of the desecration of bodies into an art form – the 
technologies of plastifi cation allow today the public display of cadavers as if they were 
lifeless objects. We have now a zombielike art, which integrates the deceased in an 
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exhibitionist circuit, allowing the visual burial in the minds of the public display. This 
is, in turn, an example of how the Western mind has changed, from a culture based 
on a profound repugnance towards the dead, to a clear fascination and integration of 
the cadavers. The reality that the museums today are exhibiting the bodies of the dead 
(human and animal), now drowned in polymers and polyester, presenting them re-
born as plastifi ed zombies, is an indicator of a cultural trend.

Last but not the least, fi lmmaking remains the most important art of the undead. 
Through the use of the abilities of digital cinema now the consumers of visual culture 
are captives of the realm of the living dead. The new technologies make us live in a 
visual world where everything can be and ends up being zombifi ed. The best examples 
come from computer generated realities, either by using the bodily forms of real 
humans or by mimicking real human traits the visual culture today is populated by 
numerous forms of re-animating. Just like the avatars in James Cameron’s production, 
who are not zombies in the purest sense, since they are undead walking around 
with the coordination other creatures, yet who in terms of cinematic philosophy 
are manifestation of the zombie spirit. More and more often the characters we seen 
on screen are no longer human, and absence of “fl esh and blood” actors on screen 
creates a monstrous form of artistic expression. In one of the earliest manifestations of 
this zombiefi cation of the new Millennium, the animated movie Spirited Away (2001) 
substituted for the fi rst time real actors with computer-generated beings. Movies like 
S1m0ne or Beowulf are taking us beyond what Masahiro Mori called “The Uncanny 
Valley,” to a place where our fear of death becomes the pleasure of living with the 
dead. Paraphrasing Marx once more, the zombies are today manifestations of the 
visual capital, with cinema at the forefront of this exploitation of dead visual bodies. 
This is the logic of the medium itself, as Robert Spadoni suggested in Uncanny Bodies, 
since cinema has deep roots in the unnatural, and brings up questions about what it 
means to be dead fl esh in our popular culture in which nothing remains lifeless for 
long, where all dead meanings are re-animated and integrated in the manifestation of 
visual zombifi cation. This is also the case with other arts, for example literature where, 
just like Max Brooks and his World War Z novels, we live surreptitious fake lives by 
feeding ourselves with fake memoirs and undead images.

As a conclusion to this brief survey of the functioning of the zombie myth, I fi nd 
it clear that we are witnessing the creation of a new and absurd humanity. Just as we 
can no longer recognize a zombie, since it has lost its “pure” traits, there are no more 
distinctions between the lifeless and the living in contemporary culture, we are on the 
brink of being transformed into zombies ourselves. Since there are no more “pure” 
zombies, the only authentic zombies left are humans who are leading a zombielike 
existence in the visual fi eld. Our concepts, models, narratives and representations are 
simply zombifi ed - just as John Quiggin described the operations of zombie ideas in 
economy. A zombie visual representation keeps being re-animated, and, although we 
believe we have got rid of it once and for all, it will always return from the dead.
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